BLACKWIRE 725

Tune into work, tune out noise

When you want distractions to go down — and productivity to go up.

Active Noise Canceling
BLACKWIRE 725

KEEP THE FOCUS ON WORK — AND DISTRACTIONS AT BAY
Stay in the zone with the Blackwire 725, a premium USB headset designed to block out the distractions of noisy environments. Featuring Active Noise Canceling (ANC) technology, the Blackwire 725 is ideal for managing PC calls and enjoying music and multimedia with dynamic hi-fi stereo sound. Wideband audio and Digital Signal Processing mean incoming calls are crystal clear—and so is your voice, thanks to the noise-canceling mic. Smart sensor technology lets you answer calls by simply placing the headset on your head. A cushioned metal headband delivers comfort and durability, while the folding ear cushions and included carrying case make it a snap to take on-the-go. With the Blackwire 725, distractions go down and productivity goes up.

EASE OF USE AND PORTABILITY
• Smart sensor technology lets you answer a call by simply putting on the headset
• Inline indicator lights and user friendly audio alerts the user to connection, mute and volume status
• Features ear cushions that fold flat, and includes a high-quality carrying case for easy storage and portability

PREMIUM PC AUDIO
• Active Noise Canceling technology helps block out sounds, ideal for noisy work environments
• Hi-fi stereo (dual ear) wearing style for richer, more immersive audio
• Dynamic EQ feature optimizes your voice quality when on calls and automatically adjusts the EQ settings when you’re listening to music or multi-media playback
• Premium PC wideband audio with noise-canceling microphone and Digital Signal Processing (DSP) for a more natural voice sound

OPTIMIZED FOR UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS
Connects to: PC and Mac via USB
Ideal for: Users in noisy environments with PC/Mac audio communications; featuring smart sensor technology
Audio performance: Active Noise Canceling (ANC); Dynamic EQ: microphone frequency response 100 Hz–8kHz optimal for wideband voice telephony (up to 6,800 Hz), hi-fi stereo output from 20 Hz–20 kHz, enhanced digital signal processing (DSP), noise-canceling microphone
Hearing protection: SoundGuard: Sound leveling for listening comfort and acoustic limiting for protection against sounds above 118 dBA
Limited warranty: 2 years
Models: C725 (stereo): UC Standard version built for UC applications and softphones from Avaya, Cisco, Skype and more*
C725-M (stereo): Version optimized for Microsoft Lync

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
• Carrying case for easy storage and portability

KEY FEATURES
A Metal headband with comfort pad
B Ear cushions fold flat for easy storage
C Noise-canceling mic with flexible boom
D Call answer/end, mute, volume +/-
E USB connection
F ANC on/off switch

GLOBAL CUSTOMER CARE
Backed by Plantronics industry-leading global service and support:
+1-800-544-4660 (US and Canada)  +1-831-458-7700 (outside US)

*Download the latest release of Plantronics Hub software to get one-touch call answer/end with these softphones.

For more information about the Blackwire 725 or other Plantronics products, please visit our website at plantronics.com
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